RULES OF BEHAVIOUR
Dear sauna guests,
please note the following rules, which apply in our sauna.


Our Spa is an all nude Spa. Only restrooms and the restaurant require a bathrobe and slippers, due
to hygenical aspects.



Before you enter the Spa take a thoroughly shower. Also before you use either the pool or the
natural pond, this is mandatory to grant a healthy and clean surrounding for all our guests.



Children under the age of 16, must be supervised by an adult. They can, by no means, enter the Spa
on their own. The supervisor has to sign in for them and is in full responsibility.



Please respect your fellowguests. In saunas and restrooms talking is forbidden. The fireplace room is
an exception, as long as you keep you conversation on a low level. Intimacy has to be reduced to an
absolute minimum.



There is only one transponder per person. The transponder can`t be handed down.



Should you lose the transponder you will have to pay 15 Euro for the loss. Should we find it in the
future you will get a refund. In case of someone else using it, you are fully responsible and will be
charged for the amount.



Should you lose the key to our safes, we will charge you for a new key and lock.



Please note that we are not responsible for valuables taken outside. This is entirely up to you
but will not be compensated by us.



For your safety we monitor parts of our Spa via videotape.



The use of either the swimming pool or the natural pond is at your own risk. The depths is 1,35m.



Our guests are fully responsible for their valuables. They must make sure that their lockers are
locked and their keys are secure. We take no responsibility for the loss of valuables, robes or other
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It is forbidden to:


Take pictures, movies or use the phone. Electronical devices that have access to a camera must be
covered with a sticker.



Bring your own food and drinks.



Smoke outside of the smoking area



Jump into either the pool or natural pond, or leave them without using the designated exits.



Reserve deck chairs or couches by leaving a towel.
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